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Teaching
Literacy &
Numeracy to
Diverse Learners

Your Thoughts?

uWhat

does literacy mean to you?
uWhat does numeracy mean to you?
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High School

u

Who is teaching your students to be literate and numerate in
YOUR field?
v

What does it mean to be literate in automotive repair?
§ Literate with text structures used in your field
ª

E.g. able to read an instruction manual

§ Vocabulary development of discipline specific language orally, as sight
words, and for writing
v

What about mathematics?
§ Literate with mathematics used in your field
§ Vocabulary development of discipline specific language related to
numeracy orally, as sight words, and for writing
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Your Turn
u Imagine

you want to create an awareness campaign about child
poverty in Canada.
u What formats would you use (images, written, statistics, graphs,
etc.)?

Effective Communication

…is rarely
in the form
of an
essay!
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Curricular Competencies

Text in the New Curriculum
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Text
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Question

What is the difference between
literacy, and decoding and
encoding?
What is the difference between
numeracy, and computation?
© Dr. Jennifer Katz
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Two Approaches
u Conceptual
v
v

approach

What it means to be literate and numerate
Focuses on literary thinking and numerate thinking, and
affective attitude

u Strategic Approach
v

Teach strategies for making sense of literature, numeracy

u Both
v

are important!

It is not the particular text, or algorithm, that matters. It is the
thinking and knowing how to make meaning from them!
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READING
COMPREHENSION
LITERAL /
CONCRETE
•Factual retelling
•Who, what,
where, when
•Main idea

INFERENTIAL
•Why events /
characters are as they
are
•Themes and feelings
•Underlying morals or
messages
STRATEGIES
Questioning
Inferring
Imaging
Connecting
Synthesizing
Big Ideas
What I know
Transforming
INSTRUCTIONAL
APPROACHES
•SMART reading
•Reading power
•Reader’s workshop
•Literature Circles
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FLUENCY / DECODING
SIGHT WORDS
•Words students
recognize instantly
•Should be 95% of
text
STRATEGIES

WORD ATTACK
•Strategies for
figuring out
unknown words

STRATEGIES

•Dolch Words
•Theme based vocab
•Instructional vocab

•Sounding out
•Context clues
•Picture clues
•Word structure

INSTRUCTIONAL
APPROACHES
•Repeated reading
•Impress reading
•Patterned literature
•Rebus
•VAKT

INSTRUCTIONAL

APPROACHES
•Guided reading
•Direct instruction
•Word sorts
•Guess the
Covered Word
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Pocket Chart
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Can be used at all ages
Teaching pre-literacy skills, sight words / vocabulary, decoding, phonics, and
conceptual information
Use two charts, so appears like the two pages of a book
Use pointer to teach return sweep, have kids take turns holding the pointer,
or have SN kids do it
Read aloud, model strategies, point out pictures, key vocabulary
Echo read - Choral read - Volunteers read
Repeated readings, can be timed
Play games with text
v
v

Hand out pictures, have kids bring them up
Mix up sentences, read as nonsense poem, have kids reorganize

Literature Circles

Adapts the novel study for diversity, as it allows for multilevel texts,
approaches to demonstrating understanding
u Originally, involved small groups of students (3-4 students per group)
studying a variety of leveled texts, often centered around a theme or
genre.
v E.g. mystery studies, several different mystery novels made
available to students, sometimes with homogeneous groups reading
texts at their level.
u Students were assigned roles within the group, such as vocabulary
enricher, illustrator, summarizer, etc.
u Students read each chapter, have a meeting, where each performs
their role to support the groups’ understanding
u Culminating activity can be MI based
u
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Faye Brownlie’s Literature Circles

u
u
u
u
u

As with original, multilevel texts are used, may be centered around a theme or
genre
No roles are assigned! Instead, students read silently for a period of time, then
have a book club meeting.
Meetings consist of students taking turns discussing their responses to the text
Responses can be scaffolded (i.e. talk about the images you’re making), or
open ended
Students then respond:
v

u

2x journals – two column responses, one for “What Happened” in the story, which involves the concrete
literal retelling or summary, and one for “What I think”, which involves the personal
response/connections/images, etc.
§ Can be multi-modal

Students can progress through texts at their own rate, change groups as they
go.
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Criteria for the “What Happened” Section
u Powerful entries:
v Summarize the story: Tell the important events
v Use powerful words
v Use examples from the text
v Describe the characters and setting
v Make the story sound interesting
Criteria for the “What I Think” Section
u Powerful entries discuss:
v What the passage made you think about and why
v Your feelings as you read the passage and why you felt that way
v Why the character behaved the way they did and what they were feeling
v Text to self, text to text, and text to world connections
v The images in your mind as you read
v What you wonder
v Any predictions of what will happen next
v Tells about whether you liked the story or character or not and why
v The author’s message
v New things you learned
© Dr. JennifervKatzAnd…uses examples from the text, and powerful words!
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Numeracy in the
UDL Classroom

NIM
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Your Turn

u How

would this address curricular competencies in
math?
u What about in other subjects?

NIM

u Create

7 counters
u Decide who goes first. Take turns taking one or two
counters.
u Whoever takes the last counter loses.
u Determine a winning strategy. Does it matter who goes first?
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Inclusive Math Education

u Problems

can be presented orally, through story, visuals,

etc.
u Allows all students to enter
u We tend to give our struggling learners the most rote,
out of context work.
u Focus on critical and creative thinking through problem
solving – selecting strategies, evaluating outcomes,
selecting alternate strategies, etc.

All Pedagogies
7 KEYS
Conceptual Development

7 PROCESSES
Reasoning and Proving

Logic / Problem solving

Problem Solving

Visual spatial skills and concepts

Representing

Computation
Affective connection

Selecting Tools / Computational
Strategies
Connecting

Metacognition/reflection

Reflecting

Real World Application

Communicating

© Dr. Jennifer Katz
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The Importance of
Discourse
u We

learn through dialogue – hearing multiple perspectives,
evaluating evidence, clarifying, comparing ideas.
u It’s not about the product, it’s about the process
u True discourse is not Q&A, it is a conversation.

Math 8 Lesson –
Rectangular Prisms
Big Idea
u The relationship between surface area and volume can be used to describe, measure, and compare spatial
relationships.
Curricular competencies
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Use reasoning and logic to explore, analyze, and apply mathematical ideas
Model mathematics in contextualized experiences
Apply multiple strategies to solve problems in both abstract and contextualized situations
Visualize to explore mathematical concepts
Engage in problem solving experiences that are connected to place, story, cultural practices, and perspectives
relevant to local First Peoples communities, the local community, and other cultures
Explain and justify mathematical ideas and decisions
Communicate mathematical thinking in many ways
Represent mathematical ideas in concrete, pictorial, and symbolic forms
Incorporate First Peoples worldviews and perspectives to make connections to mathematical concepts (design and
measurement)
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Function

Ceremonial events of the Squamish people are customarily conducted in the
Longhouse. During pre-contact, certain Longhouses were utilized as
community dwellings, and others were set aside for the exclusive use of the
winter spiritual dances. The Longhouse is a sacred place that plays a
significant role in the culture of the Coast Salish people.
u “In modern times, the main events held in the long house are the winter
spiritual dances… An important part of the ritual of the longhouse is the
witnessing ceremony. Whenever one is doing ‘work’ of any consequence and
a spokesperson or ‘floor manager’ has been selected, the first order of events
is to call witnesses. These people are required to take note of the work that is
taking place and to speak about the work when it has been completed…”
u

Form

Longhouses were typically built
in two parts:
v

v

A rectangular base and a
triangular roof
A totem pole was added at the
doorway to tell the story of the
community or celebrations that
had taken place.
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Student Project
Design and build a model of a longhouse for a community of 100 people.
Consider the amount of space needed for ceremony.
u Sketch your design on paper, to scale. For instance, if you think the building
should be 50 meters long, you could build the model 50 centimeters long.
u Consider that totem poles ranged from 3 to 18 metres in height, and the
building had to support at least the bottom third of the pole for stability.
u Draw a blueprint with the measurements of your building, and then construct it:
v Build the rectangular base first. What is the length, height, and width of your
longhouse, and why did you make it this size?
v Add the triangular roof, what are the length, height, and width of the roof
section?
v Calculate the volume of your longhouse – how much space is there overall?
v Design the totem pole – what is the story it tells?
u
u

Rubric
Access
Identifies
3D objects

Emerging

Estimates
and
The
measures
relationship Measures 2 surface
between
D objects
area of 2D
surface area
and 3D
and volume
shapes
of 3-D objects
can be used
to describe,
measure, and
compare
spatial
relationships

Developing

Proficient

Estimates
and computes
surface area
and volume
using
provided
algorithms

Compares
spatial
relationships
between and
among area and
volume and 3D
shapes using
appropriate
tools and
technologies

Extending
Designs and
formulates
diagrams for
context-based
problems. Can
combine
formulas to
hypothesize
surface
area/volume of
irregularly
shaped objects.
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